
Portable Speed Dialer 
Installation & Programming Instructions 

 

Installation: 
Follow these steps as shown in the figure below: 
1. Plug the PSTN (CO) telephone line into the unit’s “line” socket. 
2. Plug the phone cable into the dialer’ “phone” socket. 
3.  No battery needed. No external power connection. 

 

 

 

 
Programming: 

The default speed dial trigger length is set to 2 at the factory.  If you want to use a trigger 
length of 1, 3 or 4 digits, you need to re-program speed dial trigger length, as follows: 
 
Using the dial-pad of a handset connected to the 'PHONE' port of the dialer, dial these 
numbers: 
Step 1)  Enter # 0 * (you should hear a 'Beep' sound) --  entering the programming mode 
Step 2)  Enter 04    (you should hear a 'Beep' sound) -- entering function code to restrict 
numbers 
Step 3)  Enter 3      (you should hear a 'Beep' sound) -- setting speed dial trigger length to 3 
digits 
Step 4)  Enter ##    (you should hear 2 'Beep' sounds) -- exit programming mode 

Now you are ready to start adding phone numbers to your speed dialer, following this 
format/sequence: 
 
"02", beep, "speed dial trigger number", beep, "number" followed by "##", beep, beep 
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For example, if the speed dial trigger is set to 2 digits, follow these steps to enter triggers and 
numbers: 
 
Enter #0*, beep -- Entering into programming mode 
02, beep, 10, beep, 3055585577 ## beep, beep 
02, beep, 11, beep, 3055585588 ## beep, beep 

If you wish to change a speed dial number, re-enter it again using the same speed dial trigger, 
for example: 
02, beep, 10, beep, 3055585599 ##, beep, beep 
 
If you wish to remove a speed dial number, then use the speed dial trigger followed by ##, as 
follows:  
02, beep, 10, beep, ##, beep, beep 
 
Speed dial numbers are dialed using the leading asterisk (*) as follows:   
* speed dial trigger  
For example: * 11  will auto dial 3055585588 (as per example above) 

To reset the auto dialer (Warning: This will erase all programming), follow these steps: 
Step 1)  Enter # 0 * (you should hear a 'Beep' sound) --  entering the programming mode 
Step 2)  Enter 88    (you should hear a 'Beep' sound) -- reset code 
Step 3)  Enter ##    (exit) 
 
Notes:  
(1) This unit can only accept up to 200 speed dial numbers.  A speed dial number can be any 
combination of digits 0-9, *, #. 
(2) It can only accept speed dial triggers of up to 4 digits in length.  Only one speed dial trigger 
length can be setup at a time per auto dialer. You can change it anytime from 1 to 4 digits, but 
you can't use 2 different speed dial triggers settings at the same time.   
(3) Numbers cannot exceed 25 digits in length.  
(4) You can also use this device to block or allow specific phone numbers and/or area codes.   
(5) You can also add 0.5 second delay when using the special sequence of #2, and you can use 
#2 multiple times to keep adding .5 second delays when entering the numbers you wish to 
speed dial in the dial out register.  
 
For specific instructions, please visit hqtelecom.com for additional support on this product. 
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